It has been proposed that path integration in mammals is performed by the convergence of internally generated speed and directional inputs onto grid cells. Although this hypothesis has been supported by the discovery that head direction, speed, and grid cells are intermixed within entorhinal cortex and by the recent finding that head-direction inputs are necessary for grid firing, many details on how grid cells are generated have remained elusive. For example, analysis of recording data suggests that substituting head direction for movement direction accrues errors that preclude the formation of grid patterns. To address this discrepancy, we propose that the organization of grid networks makes it plausible that movement-direction signals are an output from grid cells and that temporally precise grid cell sequences provide a robust directional signal to other spatial and directional cell types. 
It has been proposed that path integration in mammals is performed by the convergence of internally generated speed and directional inputs onto grid cells. Although this hypothesis has been supported by the discovery that head direction, speed, and grid cells are intermixed within entorhinal cortex and by the recent finding that head-direction inputs are necessary for grid firing, many details on how grid cells are generated have remained elusive. For example, analysis of recording data suggests that substituting head direction for movement direction accrues errors that preclude the formation of grid patterns. To address this discrepancy, we propose that the organization of grid networks makes it plausible that movement-direction signals are an output from grid cells and that temporally precise grid cell sequences provide a robust directional signal to other spatial and directional cell types. Grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (mEC) were discovered by examining the firing patterns of entorhinal cell populations that project to hippocampal place cells [1, 2] . As a consequence, the initial focus of computational models was on the spatial information that entorhinal grid cells could provide to hippocampal place cells or, more generally, to a map-like representation of the environment [3, 4] . However, the tessellating nature of grid cells also suggested that they may not only be the source of spatial information for a map-based navigation system, but that they might themselves be at the core of a specialized path integration-based navigation system, which is particularly well suited to code for locations and distances in the absence of prominent landmarks [2, 4, 5] .
Updating of current location by direction and speed signals
Path integration (or dead reckoning) requires that direction and speed (or distance) signals are integrated to update the current position in relation to a reference position [6] . Computational models of grid cells therefore began to examine neuronal mechanisms that are capable of generating grid patterns from the convergence of speed and direction inputs (Figure 1 ). The integration of these two types of afferent signals was initially proposed to be performed within single grid cells [5] , but implementation of these computations in neuronal networks was also considered for a number of reasons. First, the reliance of brain systems on internally integrated movement signals is limited by error accumulation, which can be effectively reduced by combining individual noisy signals into a larger network [7] . Second, experimental work identified that head-direction cells, conjunctive grid by direction cells, and speed cells provide local inputs to grid cell networks [8, 9 ] , which is consistent with a number of feedforward and/or recurrent neural network architectures that combine inputs of these cell types with local network computations [10, 11] . For example, based on the finding that head direction cells and conjunctive direction by grid cells are preferentially found in deep layers and that grid cells without directional preference are found in layer II [8] , many models explicitly include connectivity between different cell types within mEC to perform network computations [12] .
Because the implementation of neuronal computations that give rise to grid cells has been extensively considered and reviewed [10, 11] , we will focus on recent progress in identifying potential sources for directional and speed signals to grid cells as well as on recent work that has challenged the assumption that head-direction signals can be used interchangeably with movement-direction information in grid cell models [13 ] . Furthermore, based on work that has not identified any substantive movementdirection signals in mEC [13 ] , we consider the possibility that movement direction coding is only weakly provided as an input to grid cells and emerges as a robust temporal code from grid cell network activity. This mechanism implies that directional information is also an output from grid cells while many standard grid cell models only consider it as an input [14] . 
